INTO   J3ATTLE
We began the war with 21 million tons of merchant shipping.
This figure, of course, includes ships on the Great Lakes of North
America, and a number of very small coastal vessels, Out of this
total we have lost during the three months in which we have been
subject to severe and concentrated attack by all kinds of methods,
fair and foul, by U-boat, by mine, by surface raider, and by the
hazards of the sea, about 340,000 tons. Against this we have
gained by transfer from foreign flags, independent of the large
chartering operations to which I have referred, by prizes taken from
the enemy, and by the new vessels we are building on a very large
scale, about 280,000 tons, leaving a net loss of about 60,000 tons.
We should have to go back to the Hundred Years War in order
to provide sufficient time and scope for inroads of this degree to
make any serious impression upon the scale of our mercantile
marine. For every 1,000 tons of British shipping sunk 110,000
tons have entered or left the ports of this threatened island, which
we are told, upon the enemy's authority, is beleaguered and beset
on all sides, in the first three months of war. In the month of
November, nearly a quarter of a million tons of our shipping
entered or cleared from our harbours for every 1,000 tons lost, a
proportion of 250 to one. If the House feels that these facts
are reassuring and worthy of acknowledgment, their debt is due
to the officers and men of the Royal Navy and of the Merchant
Service/ and also, in increasing measure, to their comrades of the
Royal Air Force, as well as to our Allies, the French, about whom
I spoke on the last occasion, and to the small though highly efficient
Polish flotillas which have lent us their aid.
The losses which have fallen upon the protecting warships of the
Royal Navy are necessarily heavier in proportion than those which
affect the Mercantile Marine. His Majesty's warships run greater
risks as, unlike merchant ships, they have to seek the enemy
wherever he may be. The Navy has never been so many days at
sea each month as in this war, and it has been plying in the most
dangerous waters. The price for sea control must be paid. It
is often heavy. We have made a rule to publish all losses of
British warships by enemy action, at the earliest moment after
it has been possible to inform the relatives of the survivors. There
has been no exception to this rule. We do not publish damage
to His Majesty's ships unless this becomes widely known, or is
certainly known to the enemy. These ships can be repaired very
often within a few weeks, and there is not the slightest reason why
we should be at pains to inform the enemy of matters which he
cannot find out for himself, but greatly desires to know. We have
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